A computational model of Bcl-2 regulated apoptosis: bistability
revisited
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Figure: Exponent of bifurcation
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How robust is presence of bistability to
parameter variations?
For 1000 randomly sampled parameters from
log-uniform distribution, 20% contain bistability
when BH3-only production rate varied
For 1000 sampled parameters without direct
activation, only 1% contain bistability
Suggests bistability more robust in the presence of
direct activation – as in [2]
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I These results suggest that hystersis effects, if relevant in regulating intrinsic apoptosis,
must contain more interactions than just those within the Bcl-2 family.
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I Where available, binding affinities determined through BIAcore measurements, other
kinetic parameters obtained through a non-linear least squares fit between simulated
and measured protein concentrations.
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This work shows how direct activation of Bak by BH3-only stimulus is necessary for the
regulation of MOMP
The understanding of dynamical mechanisms such as bistability within the Bcl-2 family
is important to help the design of targeted anti-cancer drug therapies.
Here we have shown such regulatory mechanisms, if they exist, must be found in other,
more comprehensive, pathways related to intrinsic apoptosis.
The model is novel in its being experimentally constrained by available binding rate
data and knowledge of the Bcl-2 family.
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